INTRODUCTION
Mass media consisting of television, radio, magazines, traditional media and information technologies are proved to be most powerful opinion makers in this information age. They cover more people in tiny time and tiny cost. This strength of mass media is of great assist to extension workers in providing cost effective and efficient service to cotters. Hence, in the current scenario, mass media can play pivotal role in agricultural extension. They can reach more people in a bit of time and little cost. Here, the cotters get right information, in right time, through right form, through right channels, by right persons. Work load on extension worker gets slenderized by using mass media in extension, scientists get the feedback from fields, traders and cotters can make good profit, mass media will multiply its popularity and circulation. Hence, mass media in agricultural extension is a game where all the players are winners. But, most pivotal element is co-ordination amidst all stakeholders in deciding what time, what information, by whom, how and to whom. Making use of the mass media coordination committees, it is possible to carry desirable concerted action (Chandra Sekhara 2001).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Present study was conducted in Kanpur district of Uttar pradesh by randomly selecting 150 sample cotters of the district, an ex-post-facto research design was used and the data were collected with the help of pre-tested structured interview schedule specially prepared for the purpose, by personal interview method and simple statistical tests were applied for analysis of data.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Distribution of the respondents based on their agricultural information sources that the pivotal sources of agricultural information for the respondents were companion farmers (95.3%), insecticide companies (89.2%), Television (62.6%), extension worker staff (53.2%), print media (43.7%) and radio (39.5%). It is understandable as television gives quick, reliable and attractive information regarding various activities of the agriculture. Apart from that listening and seeing, both the senses are attractive information regarding various activities of the agriculture. It may entail that a large lion’s share of the respondents was getting ponderous information through Televisioun. The respondents were further asked to rate sundry mass media on the basis of their effectiveness and ranking of mass media on the basis of their effectiveness that a hefty lion’s share of the respondents got very less information through television, radio and print media. The respondents gave 1st and 2nd preference in print media respectively. Only 10.3% gave 1st preference to print media. Frequency of listening agricultural radio broadcast by the respondents that a lion’s share (57.6%) of the respondents did not listen agricultural radio broadcasts, quite a good number of respondents (35.2%) appeared to be occasional listeners of agricultural radio broadcasts. No one was the regular listener. It may imply that a vast lion’s share of the respondents got very less information through radio. Frequency of watching agricultural TV broadcast by the respondents that most (45.9%) of the respondents watched Televisiun rarely, quite a few respondents (12.4%) watched Television occasionally. Only a fraction of the respondents (1.7%) appeared to be regular viewers of agricultural telecasts. More than one-third respondents never watched Television for acquiring agricultural information. It may entail that a large lion’s share of the respondents was getting tenuous information through Televisioun. The respondents were further asked to rate sundry mass media on the basis of their effectiveness and ranking of mass media on the basis of their effectiveness that a hefty lion’s share of the respondents was getting ponderous information through Televisioun, it was ranked 1st with regard to its effectiveness in the dissipation of agricultural technologies with score value of 369 followed by radio with score value of 203. Newspapers, posters, charts, bulletins and books were ranked 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th on the basis of its effectiveness.

CONCLUSIONS
All the respondents regarded fellow cotters and insecticide companies as their burly sources of agricultural information followed by Television (62.6%) and extension worker staff (53.2%). Amidst the mass media, the respondents ranked Television, radio and print media 1st, 2nd and 3rd, respectively with regard to effectiveness. A vast lion’s share of the respondents did not listen and watch agricultural radio and Television broadcasts regularly or occasionally. Either they never listened and watched agricultural radio and Television broadcasts or they did so rarely. It may entail that a large lion’s share of the respondents was receiving tenuous information through radio and Television. This study was conducted to analyze the mass media consulted by the cotters for their agricultural information necessities. It is evident from the study that television is the most sought after mass media regarding ameliorated agricultural technologies followed by radio, print media in that sequence. If definite information is furnished on other agricultural operations through mass media then the cotters will embrace them.
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